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Over the lifetime of this ministry, the Lord has allowed us to
witness His intervention in the saving of many lives.
From 2004 through 2017, He has been faithful to bring hope to the hopeless through Jesus.

1,953 persons have prayed to accept or rededicate their lives to Christ

5,219 women at risk to abort have chosen "Life" for their babies
 10,867 LEAP (Life Education Assistance Program) attendances have been recorded

2,521 Bible Study attendances have been logged
 32,544 visits by clients and members of their support groups have been served

We learned early in the year that organizations dedicated to the promotion of abortion were taking their
attacks on the internet against Crisis Pregnancy Centers nationwide to a higher level. We understand
every time a woman chooses life at one of our centers, it directly impacts abortionists’ bottom line profit.
 Twisting the truth for financial gain or a personal agenda is never acceptable. A few of these are:
PlannedParenthood.org, prochoiceamerica.org (NARAL), and wikipedia.org.
 We are extremely grateful to organizations like studentsforlife.org/prolifefacts/cpcs who are
exposing the Five Myths being spread about CPCs by presenting the real facts.
 In addition, we are combatting these attacks by sharing numerous heartwarming favorable comments
from our clients via social media. We believe the best way to cast out lies is with the truth.
 Ultimately, the ministry belongs to the Lord and we can trust Him to protect. However, we do ask
for everyone’s continued prayers.
Of course for majority of Houstonians, the need for Hurricane Harvey Relief also dictated change.
 Many of our clients were drastically impacted by rising waters and often had to move out of the area
to find shelter with family and friends. Many others who were not our clients but needed help.
Therefore, the center opened our doors and distributed diapers, baby items and grocery gift cards to
everyone who came seeking assistance.
 In many cases these persons just needed a place to share their concerns, someone to talk to.
However, we were also able to give referrals for legal counsel and numerous other services.
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2017 was a year like no other in the life of this CPC ministry.
We were called to respond to events beyond our control, and
keep our eyes fixed on the Lord’s faithfulness.
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We are thankful that the Lord continues to send His faithful
and generous to support this Lifeline Ministry.
Local churches, businesses and individual donors continue to reveal their Commitment to Life through
their regular financial support, banquet offering and baby bottle campaign.
Everyone has also been great to provide special supplies needed to support Hurricane Harvey victims.
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